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ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 

EQUATIONS AT AN IRREGULAR SINGULARITY OF RANK UNITY 

F. W. J. Olver 

ABSTRACT. New existence theorems are constructed for the asymptotic solutions 
of linear ordinary differential equations of arbitrary order in the neighborhood of 
an irregular singularity of rank 1 with distinct characteristic values. Advantages 
over existing results include more extensive regions of validity, explicit and real- 
istic bounds for the remainder terms in the asymptotic expansions, and greater 
simplicity. In general the regions of validity are maximal. 

1.  Introduction 

This investigation is aimed at homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations hav- 
ing an irregular singularity, which we may suppose without loss of generality to be 
located at the point at infinity in the complex plane (C). We may represent these 
equations in the forms 

Lw s S?+>»-i(*>SS+/-'(*>fS+• • •+h{z)w=o'   (L1) 

£=F(*)w, (1.2) 
for example. In (1.1), n — 2 is an arbitrary nonnegative integer and the coefficients 
f£(z), £ = 0,1,... ,71 — 1, are analytic in a punctured neighborhood of infinity. In 
(1.2), w is a column vector of length n and F(z) is an n x n matrix whose elements 
are analytic in a punctured neighborhood of infinity; again n > 2. As is well known, 
an equation having either of the forms (1.1), (1.2) can be transformed into the other.1 

Consequently, to any asymptotic theory applicable to one of these forms, there is a 
corresponding theory for the other. In our investigation, we concentrate on the scalar 
equation (1.1), partly because almost all recent literature for general n applies to 
the vector form (1.2), but more importantly because the matrix approach has had 
the weakness of treating all asymptotic solutions as having the same character and 
enjoying only a common region of validity. 

Without loss of generality, we shall suppose that the irregular singularity is located 
at the point at infinity. Let r be the least nonnegative integer for which all of the 
functions z^-71)^-1) fe(z) are analytic at oo. When r = 0, infinity is either an ordinary 
point or a regular singularity [7, Chapter 7]. We shall not be concerned with this case. 
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solution vector of (1.2) satisfies a different form of (1.1) in general [26, §1]. 
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In other cases when r exists, we say that oo is a singularity of the differential equation 
of rank r. 

For n = 2, there is a well-developed and frequently applied theory of asymptotic 
solutions, complete with error bounds; see, for example, [15], [16, Chapter 7], [18]. 
Also for n = 2 and r = oo (that is, when at least one of the coefficients /^(z) has an 
essential singularity), the asymptotic forms of the solutions, again with error bounds, 
can be found by application of the Liouville-Green approximation theorems given in 
[16, Chapter 6]. By comparison, and as explained more fully in a companion paper 
[14], existing theories for higher values of n are disappointing in some ways. Regions 
of validity are unnecessarily restricted, there is a lack of information about bounds 
for the remainder terms, and the differing natures of the asymptotic solutions are not 
revealed. 

The purpose of the present paper is to supply a more comprehensive theory for 
arbitrary values of n in the case r = 1. New forms of asymptotic existence theorems 
are stated and proved, and explicit bounds for the remainder terms are constructed. 

The paper is arranged as follows. In §2, we construct formal series solutions of (1.1) 
in descending powers of z, with the recurrence relation for the coefficients expressed 
in explicit form. The main asymptotic existence theorems are stated in §3. The proof 
of these theorems begins in §4 with the construction of an approximating differential 
equation with known solutions. In §5, we derive a singular Volterra integral equation 
that is satisfied by the remainder term associated with any chosen formal expansion. 
This equation is solved in a Liouville-Neumann series in §§6-8, complete with upper 
bounds on the sum 9f the series. This analysis is an extension of that given in [16, 
Chapter 7] for the case n = 2, but is considerably more difficult; it owes much to 
an earlier investigation of F. Stenger [19]. In §9, the bounds found in §§6-8 for the 
remainder term are discussed and simplified (at a cost of some sharpness). The proof 
of the asymptotic existence theorems of §3 is completed in §10. Lastly, in §11, we 
discuss the extent of the regions of validity and the asymptotic nature of the error 
bounds. 

2.  Formal solutions 

By hypothesis, the singularity of equation (1.1) at infinity is of rank 1. Hence the 
coefficients /^(z) can be expanded in power series 

OO       j> 

Mz) = T,lf7>        ^ = 0,l,...,n-l, (2.1) 
s=o z 

that converge on an open annulus \z\ > a, say. We also can extend (2.1) to £ = n, by 
defining fon = 1 and fsn = 0 (s > 1). 

Formal solutions of (1.1) in descending powers of z are the so-called normal solutions 
oo 

W(z) = e^z^% (2-2) 
s=0Z 

in which A, /x, and the coefficients as are constants. Formal differentiation yields 
oo       (£) 

wW{z) = e^z»J2^r'        ^=1,2,..., (2.3) 
s=0   Z 
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where 

with the understanding that ai    — as and coefficients of negative suffix vanish. By 
induction, 

^ = E 0 A'"P^ - « + 1)P 
a*-P - (2-4) 

where (// — 5 + l)p is the usual Pochhammer symbol for the ascending factorial 
(/i - 5 + 1) (fJL - s + 2) • • • (/i - 5 + p). 

On substitution into (1.1) by means of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) and equating coeffi- 
cients of eAz2;M_s, we obtain 

£=0 k=0 

Then by substituting into this equation using (2.4) and interchanging the order of 
summation, we find that 

EE/M-S + fc+pV(p)(AK_fc_p;=0 (2_5) 

p=0k=0 \ v / 

where (pf (A) denotes the pth derivative of the polynomial 
n 

0*(A) = X;/jfe*A<. (2.6) 

If we now replace k by k — p in (2.5) and again interchange the order of summation, 
we obtain 

3 min(fc,n)   / . 

E—    E    (""r fcW„(A) = 0. (2-7) 

Without loss of generality, set a§ — 1. Then with 5 = 0, equation (2.7) reduces to 
the characteristic equation 

<MA) = 0. (2.8) 

Next, on taking s = 1 in (2.7) and using (2.8), we obtain the indicial equation 

M>(A) + ^i(A) = 0. (2.9) 

For higher values of s, we note that as a consequence of (2.8), the lower limit in the 
outer sum in (2.7) may be replaced by unity. Then changing 5 and k into 5 4-1 and 
k + 1, respectively, solving for a5, and using (2.9), we arrive at 

s min(/c+l,n)    . . 

^(A)a. = 5>_fc     E      r"*       VSi-P(A),    «>1. (2.10) 
k=l p=0        \        P        / 

The n roots Ai, A2,..., An, say, of (2.8) are the characteristic values.   Equation 
(2.9) yields the corresponding values //1, /X2, • • •, A^n, say, of /i, the indices or exponents. 
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Lastly, equation (2.10) determines the corresponding coefficients asi, aS2,..., asn, say, 
for s = 1, 2, In this way, we have n formal solutions 

oo 

wj(z) = ex>*z»>Yf^T>        i = l,2,...,n, (2.11) 

each being normalized by the condition aoj = 1. As is well known, the process fails if, 
and only if, ^o(A) = 0, that is, if the characteristic equation has multiple roots. We 
shall not pursue these cases in the present paper.2 

Owing to the presence of the binomial coefficients on the right-hand side of (2.10), 
the coefficients as will usually grow as factorials as 5 ^ oo; compare [17]. In conse- 
quence, the formal series (2.11) diverge in general. 

3. Main theorems 

The sectors of validity of the asymptotic solutions that correspond to the formal 
solutions (2.11) depend on the configuration of the A's in C We introduce the following 
definitions. Write 

8jk = ph(\k-\j),        k^j. (3.1) 

To remove the ambiguities in the choice of these angles, let 3 be any prescribed half- 
closed interval of length 27r—the closure may be on the left or on the right. The 
unique set of the n(n — 1) angles Ojk that belong to 3 we call the canonical set of the 
ph(Afc — Xj) corresponding to J. Next, for each j, let 

aj = mm9jk, Pj = max^. (3.2) 

Then 

O<0j- aj < 27r . (3.3) 

We call the open sector 

§ .(j) = (^ . .^ _ a. < ph z < ^ _ p.) (3.4) 

the canonical jsector corresponding to 3.  As a consequence of (3.3), the angle of 
Sj(3) lies in the half-closed interval (TT, STT], Thus, Sj(J) exceeds half a Riemann sheet, 
but cannot exceed one and a half Riemann sheets. 

In a similar manner, let 

a = minQjk, f3 = m&xOjk, (3.5) 
k^j k^j 

the minimum and maximum now being taken over all possible values of j and k. Then 

TT < (3 - a < 27r . (3.6) 

(The left-hand inequality follows from the fact that in a canonical set, 9kj is either 
0jk + TT or 0jk - vr.) We call the open sector 

S(J) = (z : -fyr - a < ph z < fTT - /?) (3.7) 

2An approach for handling these exceptional cases is to make a simple change of variable, for 
example, z = C2 or other power of £• For general formal solutions when the characteristic equation 
has multiple roots, see [20], [22], [24] and [26, Chapter 5]. 
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the canonical sector corresponding to 3. Again, as a consequence of (3.6), 8(3) exceeds 
half a Riemann sheet, but cannot exceed one Riemann sheet. It also is evident that3 

8(3) = Sxp) n §2(3) n • • • n 8n(a). (3.8). 

Theorem 3.1. For a given interval 3 and for each j = 1,2, ...,n, there exists a 
unique solution Wj(3\z) of (1.1) such that 

oo 

^(3|^-eA^^^^f (3.9) 
s=o zS 

as z —>■ oo; uniformly in any closed sector properly interior to Sj(3). Furthermore, 
this asymptotic expansion can be differentiatedn—1 times in the same circumstances, 
and the n solutions Wj(3\z) are linearly independent. 

Theorem 3.2. In any canonical sector S(3), there exist linearly independent and 
unique solutions Wj(3\z), j = 1,2,... ,n, such that (3.9) applies for each j as z —t oo 
uniformly in any closed sector properly interior to §(3). 

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are proved in §§4-10, and in the process, we shall construct 
bounds for the remainder terms in the asymptotic expansions and their differentiated 
forms. We observe here that except for the uniqueness property pertaining to the 
common sector §(3), Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. Conversely, 
Theorem 3.1 could be deduced from Theorem 3.2 by repeated use of connection for- 
mulas; however, this approach does not yield bounds for the remainder terms. 

The special case of these theorems when n = 2 is well known; see, for example, 
[16,. Chapter 7]. For higher values of n, the existing literature supplies results that are 
essentially equivalent either to Theorem 3.2, e.g., [2], [3], or to forms of Theorem 3.2 
that are weaker insofar as the region of validity and uniqueness property are concerned, 
e.g., [5], [22], [26].4 See also the surveys included in [8], [25]. As suggested in §1, this 
emphasis on a common region of validity for all solutions rather than separate regions 
for individual solutions may well be a consequence of the matrix approach to systems 
of equations. However, as demonstrated in [14], the increased regions of validity 
furnished by the stronger result, Theorem 3.1, are very important in applications, 
including the computation of solutions outside the neighborhood of infinity. 

4. Differential equation satisfied by leading terms 

Three general methods are available to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The first is to seek 
integral representations of the solutions in the form of generalized Laplace transforms. 
This approach was used, for example, by Birkhoff [3], and it also underlies more recent 
developments based upon summation of the formal divergent series by Borel-Laplace 
transforms, for example, [1], [11], [21]. The second method is to solve an integral 
equation satisfied by the remainder term in the asymptotic expansion. This is used, 
for example, in [5, Chapter 5], [16, Chapter 7], [19], [20], [26, Chapters 4 and 5]. 
Lastly, convergent expansions in series of inverse factorials can be constructed for the 
solutions, see, for example, [23], [24]. We shall adopt the second method because of its 

3It can happen that $j(3) = S(J). This is the case when all the As are collinear, and Xj is not an 
endpoint of the line. 

4An important exception is the work of Stenger [19], [20]. These papers seem to have been 
overlooked by later writers. 
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directness, and also because it lends itself more readily to the construction of bounds 
for the remainder term. 

As a preliminary step, we need to construct an approximating differential equation 
with known solutions. For this purpose, we derive an equation Lw = 0 of the form 
(1.1) that is satisfied exactly by the functions 

wj(z) = exizz^,        j = l,2,...,n, (4.1) 

where Xj and f^j are determined as in §2. 
One way to proceed is as follows.5 Let Lmw = 0 be a linear differential equation 

of order m satisfied by wi(z),W2(z)^..., wm(z). Then 

(4.2) 

Beginning with 

!' =i" ^+^ • 
we can calculate the operators L2, L3,..., by successive application of (4.2) until Ln 

is obtained. Then dividing Ln by its coefficient of (d/dz)n, we arrive at the desired 
operator L in the form 

£-(£)"+?-'<«> (Eri+-+*M-    <4-3> 
The coefficients /^(z), £ = 0, l,...,n - 1, are rational functions of z that can be 
expanded in series 

00   c 

fe = E^f'        * = 0,l,...,n-l, (4.4) 
s=0  Z 

convergent on an annulus \z\ > a, say. 
An alternative procedure that leads to a direct recurrence relation for generating 

the coefficients /^ is as follows. On referring to equations (2.8) and (2.9), we see that 
the polynomials 0o(A) and </>i(A), corresponding to the desired equation Lw = 0, have 
to be the same as before. As a consequence, in the expansions (4.4), we have 

foe = foe,    fie = fie,    £ = 0,1,... ,n - 1. (4.5) 

To determine the remaining coefficients fS£, we start from the equations Lw = 0 and 
(4.4), and retrace the analysis of §2, distinguishing corresponding quantities by the 
addition of hats when they differ from the originals. For example, from (2.10), we 
derive 

5 min(fc+l,n)   /     __       ,    r.\ 

k=l p=0 ^ p ' 

Clearly, our objective is achieved if we can arrange that a5 = 0 when A = Aj, 11 = /ij, 
j = 1,2,..., n, and s > 1. 

5Suggested to the author by A. B. Olde Daalhuis. T. M. Dunster [6] gives the result in the case 

n = 2. 
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On setting Si ~ 0 and bearing in mind that So = ao = 1, we have 

02(A)+(5'W)+(£W) = 0, 
that is, 

n-l n-1 

£ ^+(i) E /i^''1 + (2) E /«^ - 1)A'"2+u )n(n -1)A""2 = 0- 
The condition that this equation is satisfied for A = A^, /x = /z^, j = 1,2,... ,n, is 
expressed conveniently in matrix notation: 

where 

A = 

1    Ai    •••    A? 
1    A2    • 

1     An     • 

n-ll 

vn—1 

\n—1 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

A = [A?,AJ,...,AS]T,    Mp = diag 
Pj   \PJ \P 

Fjfc — [/fcO> /fel) • • • > fk,n-l]    >      Ffe = [/fco, /fcl) ■ • • j /fe.n-lj 

and 

Since 

dX ~ dXi + 8X2 + " ' + dXn 

detA=II(Afe-Ai)^0, 

(4.8a,b) 

(4.9a,b) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

by hypothesis, equation (4.6) determines F2, and hence its elements /20J/21J-••> 
f2,n--i, finitely and uniquely. 

The process may be continued, setting 0,2 = 0, as = 0,..., in turn. By induction, 
we may verify that 

SA- d2A~ d8'1 A - 
APtf+i+Mi^P, + M2-^2-Ffl-i + --- + Ma-i-^rrF2 

i9sA ^S+1A ds+1X 
+ Ms^F1+Ms+1^rFo+Ms+1^Tr = 0,    l<a<n-l,     (4.12) 

dX'+1 ax'+i 

and 

9A- 9™-^- 
AFs+i + Mi —-F, + • • • + Mn-1——TFs+2-n = 0,    s > n. 

^A' SA" 
(4.13) 

These equations enable each of the vectors Fs, s = 2,3..., to be found finitely and 
uniquely by recurrence, with the recurrence relation involving no more than n consec- 
utive F's. 
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5. Integral equation for the remainder term 

Let S be an arbitrary positive integer. From (1.1) and (2.1), we see that the function 

s-i 
e~Xzz~ 

^ c—n        J s=0 

is analytic on the annulus \z\ > a. Furthermore, by referring to (2.7) and recalling that 
the lower limit in the outer sum can be changed to k = 1, we see that in the expansion 
of the function (5.1) in descending powers of z, the coefficients of 1, z-1,..., z~s all 
vanish, and that of z-5-1 is given by the right-hand side of (2.10) with s = S. Hence, 

L^ g M} = e*, v, {^lM + O (^) } (5.2) 
as z —> oo, uniformly V ph z. 

Let us write 
5-1 

w(z) = ex'*znJ2*T+RSj(*) (5-3) 
5=0    Z 

where w(z) is assumed to be a solution of (1.1). Then, 

L{Rsj(z)} = -exi'^Tsi(z) (5.4) 

where TSJ(Z) is the content of the braces on the right-hand side of (5.2). Thus TSJ(Z) 

is analytic on the annulus \z\ > a, and TSJ(Z) = O^z-3^1) as z —> oo. Our main 
objective is to show that with the right choice of w(z) in (5.3), the operator L can 
be inverted, and hence that Rsj(z) = exJzzlliO(z~s) as z -> oo under suitable re- 
strictions in C. We shall achieve this goal by a method similar to that used in [15], 
[19]. 

We compare the given equation Lw — 0 with Lw = 0, defined in §4, with the known 
solutions (4.1). We also shall write 

L = L + L2, (5.5) 

so that L2 is the operator 

£2 = £{//W-£(s)}(^)   • (5-6) 

Using the decomposition (5.5) and applying the method of variation of parameters 
[4, §8], we see that there is a solution of (5.4) that satisfies the singular Volterra 
integral equation6 

RSj(z) = X>fc(z) /       W&LtiRsmd* 

+ E^(z) I      ^e^Tsjm- (5-7) 
t^i JQ

*(Z) Wit) 

6This may be verified directly with the aid of the identities (5.13) below. 
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Here W(z) denotes the Wronskian determinant 

W(z) = 

wi(z) 
w[{z) 

W2{Z) 

w'2{z) 
wn(z) 

KM 

w (n-1) ^-l)( (z) wrL)(z) -(n-1) 
Wn (z) 

(5.8) 

and Wk(z) is the determinant obtained by replacing the fcth column of W(z) by 
[0,0,...,0,1]T; thus 

Wk(z 

wi(z) Wk-i(z)     0     Wk+i(z) wn(z) 

w 

w 

(n-2) 

(n-1) 

rf(n-2) (n-2). 
QZJ'iz)  o  ti^'iz) 

-(n-2) 
Wn 

-(n-1) (n-1) ( 
ffiETi'(*) i fiiTi ;W ^: <n-1)(*) 

(5.9) 

Lastly, the integration path Qfc(^) runs from t = z to £ = ooexp(-iOjk) where 0jfc 
belongs to the canonical set introduced in §3 when k ^ j, and Ojj = ^(aj + Pj). We 
assume that z and Qk(z) lie in the intersection of the canonical j-sector 8^(3) with 
the annuli \z\ > a, \z\ > a. Furthermore, we assume that the branches of pht used in 
forming the fractional powers t^1, t^2,..., tMn are continuous on Qk(z). 

We shall solve equation (5.7) by the standard procedure for constructing a Liouville- 
Neumann series expansion 

Rsj(z) = f2hs(z) (5.10) 
5 = 0 

by the method of successive approximations. Subsequently, we shall verify directly that 
this series converges, and that its sum is a solution of the inhomogeneous differential 
equation (5.4). 

We define the functions hs(z), s = 0,1,..., by7 

ho(z) = £>*(*) /       ^-e^H^Tsj^dt, (5.11) 
tri       JQk(z) w(t) fc=i 

and 
n p 

k^.    JQ 

lQk(z)   W(t) 

Wk{t) 

Q*W W{t) 
Li{hs-i{t)}db,    8>1. 

We observe that if we replace the last row of the determinant (5.8) by [w\  (z) 

(5.12) 

W/ 

-M) w\'{z),..., Gn {z)] and then expand along this row, we obtain the identities 

YJ^\z)Wk{z) = 
k=\ 

0, t = 0,1,..., n-2, 

W(z),    l = n-l. 
(5.13) 

7For simplicity, we have not indicated the dependence of the functions hs(z) on S and j in the 
notation. We also are assuming that the integrals in (5.11), (5.12), and subsequent equations in this 
section all converge. This is confirmed later. 
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Hence, on differentiating (5.11) and (5.12), we have, for £ = 0,1,..., n — 1, 

WW = XX^) f      %^e^TSJm, (5.14) 
fr? JQk(z) w(t) k=i 

hf){z) = Yj^\z)[      ^L2{hs^{t)}dt,    s>l, (5.15) 
^ jQk{z)   W{t) 

and for £ — n. 

h^\z) = Y,G£\z) f       WMe^TsMdt - e^zHTsM, (5.16) 
^ jQk(z)   W(t) 

ht\z) = Yjwt\z) [       1^L2{ha-1(t)}dt-L2{ha-1(z)}, 8>1.      (5.17) 
A;=l 

From (5.14) and (5.15) it follows that 

L2 {ho(z)} = J2L2 {wk(z)} f       ^e^Tsjm, (5.18) 
£r[ JQk(z) w(t) 

L2{hs(z)} = TL2{wk(z)} f      ^).L2{ha^1(t)}dt,    s>l. (5.19) 

6. Further preliminaries 

In order to bound the functions hs(z) introduced in §5, and their derivatives, we need 
upper bounds for the functions that appear on the right-hand sides of equations (5.14) 
to (5.19), and also further restrictions on the integration paths Qk(z). Let b be an 
arbitrarily chosen constant that exceeds the quantities a and a introduced in §§2 and 4. 
Then there exists a finite constant BSJ such that 

iTsM^SBsiltr8-1 (6.1) 

when \t\ > b. 
Next, for £ = 0,1,..., n — 1, we have 

w Wf*\-*\ z) = eXkZz^ {\i + O^"1)} ,    z -> oo (6.2) 

(with the conventional understanding that A| = 1 when A^ = t, = 0). Hence 

wf{z)\<DM\eXkZz^\,    \z\>b, (6.3) 

where Dkt is an assignable finite constant. Since, also 

//(*) - ?t{z) = 0{z-2),    z^co, 

(compare (2.1), (4.4), and (4.5)), it follows that 

L2 {wk{z)} = eAj;Z^-20(l),    z -»■ oo. (6.4) 

Therefore, there is another finite constant Gk such that8 

\L2 {wk(z)}\ < Gk \eXkZz^-2\,    \z\ > b. (6.5) 

8An upper bound for Gk can be calculated with the aid of (6.3), (4.12), (4.13), and the use of 
vector and subordinate matrix norms [27, page 56]. 
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For the determinants W(t) and Wk(t), we have from (4.7), (4.11), (5.8), (5.9), and 
(6.2) 

W(t) = e&i+*2+-+K)ttn+P2+~'+vn {det A + O^"1)} ,    t -> oo,        (6.6) 

and 

Wk(t) = Cke-
Xktr»kW{t){l + 0(t-1)},    i->oo, (6.7) 

where 

(6.8) 

We also know from Liouville's formula [4, §7] that W(i) is nonvanishing when \t\ >a. 
Accordingly, there is a finite constant Ck such that 

Wk(t)/W(t)  < Ck |e-Afctt-^ |,     \t\> b. (6.9) 

For the integration paths Qk(z), we impose the following conditions: 

(i) Qk(z) lies in the annulus \t\ > b. 
(ii) As t moves along Qk(z) away from z, 

Re{(Afc - Xj)t+(fjLk --/ii)lnt},    k ^ j, 

is nondecreasing. 

As a consequence of the second condition, we are assured that 

|e(Ai-A*)t$Mi-Mfc| < ^J-M'zH-Hk^     t G Qk(z). (6.10) 

Let us write 

^=maxf—f- (6.11) 

and assume that Condition (i) is satisfied. Then by following the analysis of 
[15, §7], the roles of t and fc in that reference now being played by e^^t and 
— (fik — iJJj)/{2\Xk — \j\}, respectively, we see that Condition (ii) is certainly satis- 
fied if we take b large enough to ensure that b > Uj >/2 and also require that the angle 
between the direction of Qk(z), as t moves along Qk(z) away from 2, and the direction 
ph t = — 6jk lies in the interval [— ^TT + KJ, ^TT — K,J] where 

KJ = sin-^i/j/ft) € [0, |7r]. (6.12) 

The actual paths Qk(z) that we use depend on the value of fij — aj and the value 
of 9 = ph z. We shall need to distinguish between three main cases as follows. 

Case I. fy — aj € [0, TT — 2KJ],    0 G [—^TT - aj + ftj, ^TT — fy — Kj]. 

Case II. (3j — aj G [0, TT — 2KJ],    9 G (—|7r — aj + Kj, —^TT — aj 4- Kj] U 
[^n - PJ - Kj,%n - pj - KJ). 

Case III. pj — aj G [TT — 2K,j, 27r — 4«j],     0 G (—§7r — aj + ftj, |7r — Pj — Kj). 

It will be observed that in the case n = 2, we have aj = Pj, hence Case III does 
not arise. 
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7.  Solution of the integral equation in Cases I and II 

Case I is depicted in Figure 7.1. In this and subsequent diagrams, each ray from the 
origin is labelled with its angular direction and 6 = phz. 

FIGURE 7.1. t-plane. 0 < (53-, — aj < TT — 2KJ and — ^TT — aj + Kj < 
6 <  ^TT — (3j — Kj. 

We first show that if, for all fc, 

S'>Re(/iJ-/i/c), (7.1) 

then in (5.14) and (5.18), we can deform Qfc(^) into the outward ray V^z) from z, that 
is, 

(5>(z) = {t:vh(t-z) = 6}. (7.2) 

For large |t|, we have 

{Wk(t)/W(t)}extHnTsjtt) = 0{e-(Afc-A,)t^-^-5-i}; 

compare (6.1) and (6.7). Consider the circular arc \t\ — p running from ph t = —Ojk 
to ph. t = 6. Suppose first that k ^ j. Then on this arc, ph {(A^ — Aj)£} = ^-fc+ph t 
runs from 0 to djk + 0. Now 

0jk + 0 G [Ojk - ^TT - aj + Kj,   9jk + \^ - Pj - Kj] Q [-^TT + Kj, ^TT - Kj] (7.3) 

since aj < 9jk < Pj- Hence, |e"(Afc~Aj)*| < 1. Obviously the last inequality continues 
to apply when k = j. Hence, from (7.1), the integrals around this arc of the integrands 
on the right-hand sides of (5.14) and (5.18) vanish as p —> oo. □ 

We next observe that as a consequence of (7.3), Conditions (i) and (ii) of §6 are 
satisfied by the choice Qk(z) = 7(z) as long as \z\ > b. Hence, on substituting into 
(5.14) and (5.18) by means of (6.1), (6.3), (6.5), (6.9) and then applying (6.10), we 
obtain 

\hiP(z)\ < BSjDe\ex^z^ \Vnz)(t-
s) (7.4) 
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and 

\L2{ho(z)}\ < BsjGle^z^-^V^ir3) (7.5) 

where 
n n 

Di = Y/ CkDkt,       G = Y^ CkGk, (7.6a,b) 
fc=i fc=i 

and V denotes the variational operator [16, Chapter 1, §11]. 
Next, consider (5.19) with s = 1. We may substitute by means of (7.5). Since 

vnz)(r
s) = \z\-s, (7.7) 

[16, Chapter 6, §13], it follows by analysis similar to that used at the beginning of this 
section that we again may take Qk(z) = ^(z). Then substituting by means of (6.5) 
and (6.9), applying (6.10), and majorizing V<j>(t)(t~S) by V?^)^-5), we conclude that 

\L2{hi(z)}\ < B5jG
2|eA^^-2|V^)(r

1)Va,(2)(t-
5). 

This process may be continued. On the next step, for example, we use 

Vjpwft-1)!*-2*! < {Vy^r1)}2/2. 

By induction, we may verify that 

\L2{hs(z)}\ < BsjiG^/sl) |eA^-2| {V^it'1)}8 Vnz)(t-
S)        (7.8) 

for 5 = 0,1,.... Then from (5.15), (6.3), (6.9), and (7.4), we derive 

hi£)(z)\ < BsjDiiG'/sl) |cA^^| {VjpwCr1)}'V^Cr5), (7.9) 

s >0, £ = 0,l,...,n- 1. 
As a consequence, the series (5.10) converges uniformly on compact sets in the 

annular sector 

{ z :   \z\ > b and 9 £ [—^n - otj + Kj, ^TT — (3j — Kj] }. 

Its sum is therefore analytic within, and continuous on, this sector. That RSJ(Z), 

defined in this way, satisfies (5.4) may be verified with the aid of (5.14)-(5.17). Then 
the function w(z) defined by (5.3) is a solution of (1.1). Moreover, as a consequence 
of (7.9), we have 

(i)  Rsj{z)  - BsjDe^^z^lV^it-^expiGV^it-1)} , (7.10) 

^ = 0,l,...,n-l. 
We now consider Case II and suppose first that 6 € [^TT — 0j — Kj, §7r — j3j — Kj)\ 

see Figures 7.2 and 7.3. 
Unlike Case I, the paths Qk(z) cannot be deformed into the outward ray CP(z) from 

z for all values of k. (This is true, for example, of the value of k for which 6jk = Pj.) 
However, as long as (7.1) continues to hold, we may for each k deform Qk(z) into ^(z), 
where 3:)i(^) is the half-line emerging from z parallel to the right-hand boundary of 
the given sector, that is, 

^i(z) = {t ;  ph(t - z) = ±7r - pj - KJ}. (7.11) 
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FIGURE 7.2. £-plane. 0 < fy - oij < TT - 2Kj and ^TT - fy - Kj < 9 < 
TT-flj -Kj. 

FIGURE 7.3. t-plane. 0 < fy - aj < TT - 2KJ and TT - (3j - KJ < 9 < 

This may be proved in a similar way to Case I. On the part of the circular arc \t\ = p 
between the ray ph t = —9jk and 7>i(z), ph t runs from —Ojk to ^TT — f3j — Kj + jj 
where 0 < jj < 0(1/p) as p -> oo. Hence, ph {(A^ — Xj)t} runs from 0 to 

03k + ^- Pj - Kj + Jj e [^TT - (Pj - aj) - Kj + 7,-, |7r - Kj + 7i] 

C [-^TT + ^ + 7^, ^TT - /cj + 7j] 

C[-|7r,|7r + 7j]. 
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Therefore, 

-Re{(Afc - Xj)t} < |Afc -Xjlpsiwyj = 0(1); 

accordingly, |e""^fc""^'^| is uniformly bounded on the arc as p —> oo. D 

Next, we observe that Condition (i) of §6 is satisfied if 

\z\ > b when ^TT — fy — Kj < 9 < TT — f3j — Kj 

(Figure 7.2), or 

\z\ > 6cosec(|7r — fy - KJ — 0) when TT - fy — KJ < 9 < |7r - fy — Kj 

(Figure 7.3), We also observe that the angle from the ray ph t = — 9jk to the direction 
of?!(z) is 

^TT - ^ - ^ + 9jk G [|7r - (/?,- - ttj.) - ^, ^TT - ^] C [-^TT + Kj, |7r - ^]. 

Accordingly, Condition (ii) is satisfied. 
The rest of the analysis is similar to that of Case I, with ^(z) replaced everywhere 

by 7i(z), In place of (7.10), we have 

{£)  Rsj{z)  ^BsjDele^z^lV^t-3) exp {GV^r"1)} , (7.12) 

£ = 0,l,...,n-l. 
Lastly, we consider Case II when 9 e (—§7r - ctj + Kj, - ^TT — aj + «j]. The diagrams 

of the t—plane for this case are similar to Figures 7.2 and 7.3 and are omitted. 
We now deform Qk(z) into the half-line $2(2) emerging from z parallel to the left- 

hand boundary of the given sector: 

J>2(Z) =:{t:   ph(t - Z) = -^TT - Otj + Kj }. (7.13) 

The final result is given by 

(J^  RSj(z)  < BSjDe\e
x^z^I V3,aW(rs)eXp{GV3,a(a)(r

1)}, (7.14) 

£ = 0,1,..., n — 1. This is valid when (7.1) holds and 

|2:| > b   when — n — aj + Kj < 9 < — ^TT — otj 4- Kj, 

or 

|z| > 6cosec(^ -h |7r -h a? — ^)    when — |7r — a^ + ^ < 0 < —TT — a^ + «j. 

Remark. The analysis in this section could be shortened by appealing to general theo- 
rems for solving singular Volterra integral equations given in [16, Chapter 6, §10]. We 
did not adopt this course since much of the analysis is relevant to the more difficult 
situation in which fij — aj exceeds TT — 2Kj. This case is treated in the next section, 
and the cited theorems no longer apply. 
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8.  Solution of the integral equation in Case III 

When fij — otj exceeds TT — 2Kj, it is no longer possible to deform all the paths Qk(z) 
into a single half-line from z to the point at infinity. Instead, we employ two such 
half-lines, in fact, the paths ^(z) and J^O*) defined by (7.11) and (7.13). 

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate the paths Viiz) and ^(z) when 9 lies in the subinterval 
[—TT — ctj + K,J , TT — (3j — Kj]. Figure 8.1 pertains to the range j3j — otj E [TT — 2K,j, |7r — 2Kj] 
for which the angle from ^(z) to ^(z) is in the interval [0, ^TT], and Figure 8.2 pertains 
to the range 0j — ay G [|7r — 2«j,27r — 4KJ] for which the angle from 3)i(z) to ^(z) 

FIGURE 8.1. ^-plane. TT—2KJ < PJ—CXJ < ^7Y—2KJ and — TT—oy+Ky < 
^ < TT 

— /3j - ^ j • 

3V# 

^.x 
2-^aj+Kj. 

FIGURE 8.2. i-plane. |7r - 2KJ < /3j - a^ < 2-K - 4KJ and —TT - ay + 
Kj <d <ir — 0j — Kj. 
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is in [^TTjTT — 2KJ]. In a similar manner, Figures 8.3 and 8.4 depict Pi(2) and J^C^) 

when 9 G [n — /3j — KJ^TT — /3j — Kj). The corresponding diagrams for the remaining 

range 0 G (— §7r - ctj + /c^, — TT — ctj + ^] are similar to Figures 8.3 and 8.4 and are 
omitted. 

FIGURE 8.3. £-plane. TT — 2KJ < f3j — Qij < \'K — 2KJ and TT — f3j — K,J < 

6 < §7r-/?,• - «j. 

In equations (5.14)-(5.19), we take 

/Pi^)   when ejk£[\oL5 + \h,0^ 
Qk(z) = \ (8.1a,b) 

[ ^(z)    when 9jk G [ay, ^a^ + 5^]. 

(If ^/c = |aj + 7?/3j, as happens when /c = j, then we may take Qk(z) to be either 
Pi (z) or p2(^))- The justification of these deformations of the integration paths is 
similar to that given in §7. 

In order to satisfy Condition (i) of §6, we need to examine the angles UJI(Z) and 
0*2 (z), say, from ph t = 9 to 7i(z) and ^(z), respectively. These angles are indicated 
on Figures 8.1-8.4 and are given by 

vi(z) = ^TT - (3j - KJ - 9,        W2(z) = -\^ - OLJ + Kj - 9. (8.2a,b) 

Suppose first that 9 G [-TT - ctj + «j, TT - /?j - ^] (Figures 8.1 and 8.2). Then 

LJxiz) G [-ITT, f TT - (/?,• - a,-) - 2/^] C [-ITT, 0], 

and 

a^Oz) G [-§TT 4- fy - aj + 2^-, ±7r] C [0, ^TT]. 
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1      ^2Cz) 

FIGURE 8.4. 2-plane. |7r-2^ < fij-aj < 2'K-AKJ andTr-^-^ < 

Accordingly, Condition (i) is satisfied when \z\ > b. 
Next, suppose that 9 G [TT — /3j — K,J, ^TT — fij — Kj) (Figures 8.3 and 8.4.), then 

UJI(Z) E (-TT,-^]. 

-ui(z) - U2(z) = 29 + aj + pj e [2TT - (fij - a,-) - 2^-, STT - (fij - otj) - 2K,j) 

C[2^,27r), 

—LOI(Z) + U2{z) = -TT + Pj — aj + 2K,j e [0,7r — 2Kj}. 

Also, 

and 

These three equations show that |^2(^)| < Ni(^)| < ^ and hence that Condition (i) 
is satisfied when \z\ > bcosec{7r + LJI(Z)}, that is, \z\ > 6cosec(|7r - Pj — Kj — 9). 

On carrying out a similar analysis for the remaining range 9 G (—fv: — aj + Kj, 
—TT — aj + Kj] and summarizing the results, we see that Condition (i) of §6 is satisfied 
when 

\z\ > 6, -TT — aj + Kj  < 9 < TT — Pj — Kj, 

\z\ > 6cosec(|7r - Pj - Kj -9),     TT - Pj - Kj < 9 < §7r - Pj 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

\z\ > bcosec(9 + |7r + aj — Kj),     — |7r — aj -\- Kj < 9 < — TT — aj + ttj. (8.5) 

That Condition (ii) of §6 is satisfied in these circumstances again follows as in §7. 
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With the choice (8.1), we find that on substituting into (5.14) by means of (6.1), 
(6.3), and (6.9), and applying (6.10), we have 

Ih^iz^KBsjle^'z^lUsstiz). (8.6) 

Here 

USjt(z) = Du^l(z)(t-S) + D2eVv2iz)(t-
s), (8.7) 

with 

Du = 221 CkDke,    D2£ = 2^2 CkDu (8.8) 

where ^1 denotes the sum over those values of k for which Q/c(z) = ^i {z), and ^2 

denotes the sum over those values of k for which Qk{z) = 72{z). Similarly, from (5.18), 
we derive 

\L2{hQ{z)}\ < BSJ \ex'zzH-2\ Vsjiz) (8.9) 

where 

and 

Vsjiz) = G1V9l{z)(t-
s) + G2Vy2iz)(t-

b) (8.10) 

G1 = ^i CkGk,        G2 = J22 CkGk. (8.11a,b) 

Before we can continue to the next step, we need to show that (8.9) and (8.10) 
remain valid when z is replaced by t with t G 7i(z) U J^), that is, t lies on the 
boundary of the closed sector A(z) obtained by rotating 7i(z) around z in the positive 
sense to J^)- A(z) is indicated by the shading in Figures 8.1-8.4. Since the angle 
-TT 4- Pj - ctj + 2KJ ofA(z) is less than TT, both 9i(t) and ^(i) lie in A(z). Hence, if 
(8.3)-(8.5) apply, then ?i(t) and ^W each satisfy Conditions (i) and (ii) of §6; as a 
consequence z may be replaced by t in (8.9) and (8.10). Then from (5.19) with s = 1, 
we derive 

\L2 ihi(z)}\ < BSj \ex*zz^-2\ V dkGk /        Vsjit) \t-2dt\ 

< BSj \ex^z^-2\ VsjWVuiz) (8.12) 

where 

9^)=   sup  Vsjit). (8.13) 
teA(z) 

On the following step, we have 

\L2 {h2(z)}\ < Bsj \e^zz^-2\ VdkGk /       ^W^W \t-2dt\ 
fc=i •

/Q
^W 

< BSj |eA^-2| VSj(z)Vlj(z)Vlj(z). 

(Here we have used the fact that A(t) C A(z) when t € A(z).) 
The cycle of steps may be continued, and we may verify by induction that 

\L2{h.(z)}\ < Bsj {e^z^-^VsMiVi^Y^ViM- 
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As a consequence, 

\L2 {hs{z)}\ < Bsj \ex^z^-2\ Vsj^iV^z)}3; (8.14) 

this result also holds for s = 0 by virtue of (8.9). Then from (5.15), we obtain 

^(^l < BSj \ex'zz^\ VsjMiVijWY^Uneiz),    s > 1. (8.15) 

Summation of (8.6) and (8.15) yields the desired bound: 

(s) "^ E^w 
s=0 

<-Bsi 0X3z7Vj\ Usjeiz) + 
l-Vijiz) 

(8.16) 

provided that £ = 0,1,..., n — 1 and Vij(z) < 1. The other conditions needed for the 
validity of this result are (7.1) and (8.3)-(8.5). 

9. Evaluation and simplification of the error bounds 

In this section, we digress on the problem of evaluating the bounds that were con- 
structed in §§7 and 8 for the remainder term Rsj(z) and its derivatives. Besides the 
intrinsic interest of these bounds for computational purposes, the results we derive 
here ease the understanding of the completion of the proof of the theorems of §3 in 
the next section. 

All of the bounds in §§7 and 8 involve the variation of the function t~s along half- 
lines in C, 5 being a positive integer. The general parametric equation of such a line 
Q(z) that does not intersect the origin can be written 

Q(z) = { t : t = z{l + veiar), 0 < v < oo } (9.1) 

where z(^ 0) is the endpoint of Q(z), and a G (—7r,7r) is the angle of slope of Q(z) to 
the ray ph t = 0] see Figures 9.1 and 9.2. 

FIGURE 9.1. Q(z) when 0 < \a\ < \TX. 

By definition, 

Q{z) (t-s) = s[ 
s   r00 

~lWo    (i 

/•OO 

Jo    W- 
dv 

\z\J J0     |1 + veia\s+1 

dv 

+ 2vcos<j + v2)(s+iy2' 
(9.2) 
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FIGURE 9.2. Q(z) when §7r < \a\ < TT. 

On taking a new integration variable ip defined by 

v + cos cr = sin a cot ^, 

we obtain 

where 

For example, 

VQiz)(t-
s) = Is(c7)\z\-s (9.3) 

'sW - 7^5 /'(sin^)5-1^. (9.4) 
(smcr)5 Jo 

IlM-^-, f2(or)= *       ., (9.5) 
Smcr COS2(^cr) 

and for higher values of 5, we have the recurrence relation 

5 sin2 als+i (a) = (S + 1)IS-I((T) - (S + 1) cos a,        S > 2. (9.6) 

These identities can be used to generate Isfo) analytically. For numerical purposes, 
however, there is some obvious instability lurking in the forward application of (9.6) 
when | cr| is small. 

We also observe from (9.2) that when a = 0, 

VQ(z)(t-s) = \z\-s; (9.7) 

furthermore, VQ^) {t~s) is an increasing function of |cr|. The latter observation enables 
us to construct simple, and not too unrealistic, bounds for VQ(z)(t~s). From the Beta 
function integral, we have 

Isfa) = X(S) (9.8) 

where 

xOS) = 7r1/2r(|s + i)/r(±s + ±). (9.9) 

Hence, 

VQ{z)(t-s)<x(S)\z\-s,    |<T|<§7r. (9.10) 

When |cr| > ^TT, the shortest distance from the origin to 0(2;) is |z|sin|(j|; compare 
Figure 9.2. Accordingly, 

VQ(z){t~S) < ix(S)\coseca\s\z\-s,     ^ < \a\ < TT. (9.11) 
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This inequality also is given in [16, Chapter 6, §13], and this reference may be consulted 
for further information concerning the function xiS)- 

We now may substitute straightforwardly by means of (9.7), (9.10), and (9.11) into 
the bounds for (d/dz)iRsj(z) that were obtained in §§7 and 8. For brevity, we denote 

/ d \e 

[tej   RSj^)^BSjDee
x^z^-sR, (9.12) 

again for £ — 0,1,..., n - 1. Assuming that (7.1) continues to apply, we now state the 
final bounds for Cases I and II. In these results, the quantities b and Kj are defined in 
§6, G in §7, and x(5) in the present section. 

Case L fy - ctj E [0, TT - 2KJ],    9 £ [-^TT - ay + Kj, ^TT - fij - Kj]. 

\R\ < exp(G|^r1),        \z\ > b. (9.13) 

Case Ha. fy - aj G [0, TT - 2^-],    0 e [-TT - ctj + ACj, —TT - ctj + Kj] U 
[^Tr-pj-KjiTT-Pj-Kj]. 

\R\ < x(S) exp(i7rG|^|-1),     \z\ > b. (9.14) 

Case lib. fy - aj e [0, TT - 2KJ],    9 G (-§7r - aj + Kj, -TT - aj + Kj]. 

\R\ < 2x(S) cosec5(9 + §7r + aj - ^)exp{7rGcosec((9 + \TT + aj -^Okl"1}? 

1^1 > bcosec(9 + §7r + aj - Kj). (9.15) 

Case lie. Pj - aj e [0, TT - 2^],    0 G [TT - fy - KJ, §7r - fy - Kj). 

\R\ < 2x{S) cosec5(f TT - (5j - KJ - 9) exp{7rGcosec(|7r - ^ - KJ - flJH"1}, 

|^| > 6cosec(§7r - fy - K,J - 9). (9.16) 

In Case III, however, the analysis is less direct. We need to distinguish six subcases, 
as follows: 

Case Ilia. Pj - aj G [TT - 2Kj, §7r - 2Kj],    9 G [-TT - aj + ^, TT - /^ - /^] (Figure 8.1). 

Case Illb. pj - aj G [§7r - 2/^-, 27r - 4/^-],    0 G [-TT - aj + Kj,7r - pj - Kj] 
(Figure 8.2). 

Case IIIc. Pj - aj G [TT - 2KJ, ^TT - 2KJ\,     9 G (-§TT - a^ + ^, -TT - a^ + Kj] 
(not illustrated). 

Case Hid. Pj - aj G [§7r- 2^, 27r - 4^-],     5 G (-§TT - ay + Kj, -TT - a^ + Kj\ 
(not illustrated). 

Case Hie. Pj - aj G [TT - 2Kj, §7r - 2^-],     0 G [TT - Pj - KJ, f TT - pj - Kj) 
(Figure 8.3). 
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Case Illf. f3j - ay € [§7r - 2/^-, 27r - 4/Cj],     ^ € [TT - /3j - KJ, ^TT - fy - Kj) 
(Figure 8.4). 

Lemma 9.1. Assume t e A(z) (as defined in §8). ThenVy^t^t"3) andV<j>2(t)(t~
s) 

are bounded by 

x(S)\z\~s in Case Ilia; 2x(S)M~5 in Case Illb; 

2x(S) cosecs(9 + §7r + otj — Kj)\z\~s in Cases IIIc and Hid; 

2x(S) cosec5(|7r - fy - Kj - ^)|^r5 in Cases Hie and Illf. 

The proof of this lemma involves only elementary geometry, but is not entirely 
obvious. For illustration, we supply the proof in Cases Illb and Illf. For brevity, we 
denote ph t by r. 

Case Illb. From (8.2), we derive 

u>i(z) e h|7r, §7r - (/?,• - aj) - 2^] C [-^,0], 

and 

U2(z) G [-|7r 4- fa - aj + 2^-, |7r] C [0, ^TT]. 

Hence, from (9.10), 

Vwit-8),    V?2(z)(t-s)<x(S)\z\-s. 
Similarly, when t £ A(z) and — TT - aj 4- ^ < r < TT — ^ — ^, we have 

V^Ci-S),    V^^^-^^x^lil-^x^kl"5. (9.17) 

Next, if t e A(z) and TT — f3j — Kj < T < -^n — aj + ^, then 

^(t) = -^TT - a^ + Kj - r € [0, -|7r + /3j - aj + 2ACJ] C [0, ^TT - 2KJ]. 

Hence, (9.17) continues to apply in the case ofVcp2(t)(t~s). For Vp^)^-5), let ti be 
the intersection of Vi(t) with ph t = TT - fij - Kj\ see Figure 8.2. Then from (9.11), 
we have 

Vyl{t){t-
S) < 2x{S)\t1\-

s < 2x(5)|^|-s. 

The analysis in the remaining case, that is t e A{z) and ^TT - f3j — Kj < r < 
—TT — aj + Kj, is similar. 

Case Illf. Let zi and z'1 be the intersections of ?! (2?) with ph £ = TT - /3j - KJ and ph 
^ = —^ __ a^ -j, ^5 respectively; see Figure 8.4. From (9.11), it is clear that if t e A(z), 
then 

V?lW(t-s) < 2x(S)\z1\-
s. 

Next, suppose that t G A(z) and —TT — aj 4- ^ < r < |7r — /3j — /cj. Then 

a;2(0 E (-27r + ^ - aj + 2/^-, |7r] C (-^TT, ^TT]. 

Hence, from (9.10), 

v?2(t)(t-
s)<x(S)\t\-s<x(s)\Zl\-

s. 
Alternatively, assume that t £ A(z) and ^TT — f3j — Kj <T< —TT — aj + ACJ. Then from 
(9.11), 

Vv,(t)(t-S) < 2x(5)ki|-s < 2x(S)\z1\-
s. 
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Lastly, from Figure 8.4, we note that 

\zi| = |^|sin(|7r - /3j — Kj — 0). D 

With the aid of Lemma 9.1 and the identities Di£+D2e = Dz, Gi-\-G2 = G, we now 
may construct bounds for |jR| in Case III analogous to those given by (9.13)-(9.16) in 
Cases I and II. They are as follows: 

Case Ilia. 

l-^TrGH-1' \R\ < f^-TIT' \z\ > max(6' ^7rG)- (9-18) 

Case Illb. 

\R\ < ,   ^i?,,!!        kl > max(6, TTG). (9.19) 
1 — 7r(jr|2:| 

Cases IIIc and Hid. 

2x{S) cosecs(0 + §7r + aj - Kj) 
1*1 < 1 - 7rGcosec(^+ |7r + aj — ftj)!^!"1' 

|>2;| > max(6, TTG) cosec(0 + ^TT + ct,- - «j). (9.20) 

Gases Hie and Illf. 

2x(5)cosec5(f7r~/?j-^-g) 

1 - 7rGcosec(|7r - fy - K,J - ^)|^|~1' 

\z\ > max(6, TTG) cosec(|7r - fy - Kj - 0). (9.21) 

10.  Completion of the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 

We now seek uniform O-estimates for the remainder term Rsj(z) and its derivatives 
as z -> oo in the closed sector 

8^(3,5) = (z: -Zir-aj + SKphzK ^TT-PJ-S). (10.1) 

Here 5 is an arbitrary constant that we shall restrict to the interval 

0<5<7r-i(/?-a); (10.2) 

compare (3.6). 
The constant b introduced in §6 has to exceed both of the quantities a and a 

introduced in §2 and §4 and also satisfy b > Ujy/2 where z/j is defined by (6.11). At 
this stage, we restrict b further, if necessary, by requiring 

b > Vj max{sec(|/3j — ^ay), cosec \8}. (10.3) 

Then from (6.12), it follows that 

l3j-aj<2Tr-4tK,j, (10.4) 

and 

2/Cj < 6. (10.5) 

The last inequality shows that 

Sj(3,6)C(z:-%Tr-aj + 2^ < ph z < f TT - fy - 2^ ). 
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Accordingly, if z G Sj(3,<5) and \z\ is sufficiently large, then the conditions for the 
applicability of the results given in §9 for Cases I, II, and III are all satisfied. Further- 
more, 

cosec(# + |7r + OLJ — Kj) < cosec K,J in Cases lib, IIIc, and Hid, 

cosec(|7r — ftj — Kj — 9) < cosec KJ in Cases lie, Hie, and Illf. 

We conclude that if z —>• oo in Sj(J, 5), then for each £ = 0,1,..., n - 1, 

— J  Rsj(z) = exizz^O(z-s) (10.6) 

uniformly with respect to ph z. We observe also that the condition (7.1) can be 
removed for (10.6); in those cases in which S <  Re (^ — fik), we may re-expand 

Rsj(z) = e^z^Yt^f + Rs^z) 
s=S   Z 

where Sf satisfies (7.1); compare (5.3). 
In particular, with £ = 0, equation (10.6) shows that there is a solution of the 

differential equation (1.1) whose asymptotic expansion to S terms within the sector 
Sj(3,5) agrees with the formal expansion (2.11). However, we constructed this solution 
starting from (5.3) and (5.7), which suggests that it may depend on the choice of S. 
Denoting it by WSJ(Z), we have 

wsjiz) = *»#* {E ^ + O(^) } (10.7) 

as z -» oo in §j(3,5). To complete the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need to show 
that wsj^z) is independent of 5, and also that the solution with the property (10.7) 
is unique. 

We first observe that in the intersection 

8(3,5)EE{z:-§7r-a + 5<phz<§7r-/3-5} (10.8) 

of the sectors Sj(J,£), j = 1,2, ...,n, we have a set of n solutions WSJ(Z), j = 
1,2, ...,n, that enjoy the property (10.7) for each j. We also know that (10.7) is 
n — 1 times differentiable. On constructing the Wronskian of these solutions, we see 
that 

y^{'^Sl(z),WS2{z), . . . , WSn(z)} 

-(detA)e(Al+A2+-"+A-)^/il+/i2+-+^{l + 0(^-1)} 

as z -» oo in 8(3, S) where A is defined by (4.7). Since A is nonsingular, the n solutions 
are linearly independent. 

To prove that for each j, vosjiz) does not depend on the choice of 5, we observe 
that as a consequence of (10.2), 8(3,5) exceeds half a Riemann sheet. Accordingly, 
the doubly-infinite line 

Re{(Afc-Ai)z} = 0,        fc^j, 

divides the interior of 8(3,5) into either two or three open sectors. On at least one 
of these sectors, Re {(A^ - ^j)z} > 0, and on another, Re {(Xk - Xj)z} < 0.   Let 
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us denote the difTerence between any two solutions that are asymptotic to eXjZztJ'j as 
z -> oo in 8(3, S) by Awjiz). Then 

n 

Awjiz) = Y,AJ^sk(z) (10.9) 
k=l 

where the Ajk are constants. When k ^ j, we may show that any one of these 
coefficients A .£, say, vanishes, as follows. Let z —> oo along a ray !K in §(3,5) on which 
(i) Re {(Ap — Xq)z} ^ 0 for all unequal values of p and q, and (ii) Re {(A^ — Xj)z} > 0. 
It then follows that Ajk = 0 for those values of k for which eXkZzfJ'k dominates eXjZz^^ 
on (R. Since this includes /c, we have A.£ = 0. Accordingly, (10.9) reduces to 

AWJ(Z) = AJJWSJ(Z). 

It then follows that Ajj = 0 by letting z -> oo in §(3,5). Thus WSJ(Z) = i(;j(J|z), say, 
where if;j(J|z) is independent of 5. 

This completes the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 

11.  Summary and conclusions 

In this paper we have constructed new existence theorems for the asymptotic solutions 
of linear ordinary differential equations of arbitrary order in the neighborhood of an 
irregular singularity of rank 1, on the assumption that the characteristic values are 
distinct. Advantages of the new theorems include more extensive regions of validity 
and availability of explicit bounds for the remainder terms. The theorems also will 
serve as a starting point for constructing hyperasymptotic expansions of the solutions 
on the lines of [9], [10], [12], [13], instead of the Borel-Laplace transform approach 
used in [11]. The only paper that has significant overlap with the present one is that 
of Stenger [19]. The theorems in this paper apply to systems of equations, rather than 
a single equation; more importantly, the regions of validity are not as extensive as 
those in the present paper, and the accompanying error bounds are not evaluated in 
explicit form. (On the other hand, Stenger's results are not restricted to singularities 
of unit rank nor to the case when the characteristic values are unequal.) 

The asymptotic existence theorems are stated in §3 and proved in §§4-10. In the 
proof, it becomes necessary to distinguish three cases, Case I, Case II, and Case III, 
as defined at the end of §6. Error bounds for these cases, expressed in terms of 
variations of negative powers of z along certain straight-line paths in C, are given by 
(7.10) in Case I, (7.12) and (7.14) in Case II, and (8.16) in Case III. Bounds for these 
variations are constructed in §9, leading to simpler bounds for the error terms, given 
by (9.12)-(9.16) and (9.18)-(9.21). 

At this stage, two questions naturally arise. 
First, are the new regions of validity given in §3 actually maximal? As a rule, the 

answer to this question is in the affirmative. This can be seen by analogy with the 
well-understood situation when n = 2 [12], [15], [16, Chapter 7], as follows. 

The sector of validity Sj(3) of the expansion (3.9) of the solution Wj(3\z) always 
contains the nonempty closed sector 

^.(J) = ( z : -TT - aj < ph z < ir - fy ). 

On each boundary of 7j(3), there is at least one solution WkOlz), say, over which 
Wj(J\z) achieves maximum dominance as \z\ -> oo, that is, the argument (Afc — Xj)z 
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of the function expKA/c — Xj)z} is real and negative. For example, on ph z = n — fij, 
this is the solution, or solutions, for which Ojk = Pj- As ph z increases or decreases 
without restriction, the form of the asymptotic expansion of Wj{^\z) keeps changing, 
in accordance with the Stokes phenomenon. In this way, a multiple of Wk(^\z) is 
introduced as ph z crosses the corresponding boundary of Tj(J).9 As ph z continues to 
increase (or decrease), then at first Wj$\z) continues to dominate Wk{^\z)\ accordingly, 
the contribution of the multiple of Wk{^\z) is absorbable in the O-estimates for the 
remainder terms associated with the expansion (3.9). However, this situation ends 
as soon as we reach the boundary of §j(3) because on crossing this boundary the 
relative dominance of eXjZzflj and eXkZz^k is reversed. This means that unless the 
corresponding Stokes multiplier for Wk($\z) is zero, the validity of (3.9) indeed does 
cease at the boundary of Sj (3). 

The second question we address is: how sharp are the error bounds we have derived? 
Consider the most favorable situation first, Case I. In (9.12) and (9.13), the constants 
Bsj, Dt, and G are defined in §§6-7. By comparing (5.2)-(5.4) and (6.1), we see that 
when b is large, 

BSj^\<l>o(Xj)aSj\' 

Similarly, from (6.2) and (6.3), 

Uki — |Afc| , 

and from (6.7)-(6.9), 

Ck~\Ck\ = l/W0(\k)\. 
Substitution into (7.6a) then yields 

i?/^E- 
|A, k\ 

In (9.13), the actual value of G is not critical since the factor exp(G|2;|~1) approaches 
1 as \z\ —>■ oo. On combining the foregoing approximations, we see that if a^j ^ 0, 
then for large \z\, the ratio of the error bound furnished by (9.12) and (9.13) to the 
asymptotic form of the actual error is asymptotic to 

mMyJh^L ^oi n-l (111) 

We may regard (11.1) as the overestimation factor for our bound. When n = 2, 
this factor reduces to 2 when £ = 0 and to (|Ai| + I^D/IAj] when £ = 1 (provided 
that Xj ^ 0 in the latter case). These values agree with those already available when 
n = 2; compare [16, Chapter 7, Theorem 12.1]. We also observe that owing to the 
quantities ^(Afc)!"1 in (H-l)? the overestimation factor will become large if any of 
the characteristic values are close together. This is to be expected since our results 
cease to apply when any of the A's coalesce. 

In Cases II and III, the asymptotic estimates of the error bounds (9.14), (9.18), 
and (9.19) contain extra factors of x(S) or 2x(S'). Since x(S) ~ (^nS)* as S —>> oo, 
these factors increase the overestimation factors by a moderate amount. More severe 
are the effects of the cosecants raised to the power S that appear in (9.15), (9.16), 

9See also [11, equation (2.13)], and [14, equation (8.7)]. 
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(9.20), and (9.21). However, as in the case n = 2, this kind of deterioration is to be 
expected because we are approaching the boundaries of the regions of validity. 

This concludes one part of the present investigation. Other parts are [11] and [14]. 
In [11], hyperasymptotic expansions are obtained for the solutions, but with smaller 
regions of validity than those furnished by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. (However, as noted 
in [11], these regions can be increased by application of connection formulas.) In 
[14], we investigate more deeply the nature of the asymptotic solutions and develop 
methods for their computation for all values of z and not merely in certain sectors in 
the neighborhood of the singularity. Both [11] and [14] also include new methods for 
computing the associated Stokes multipliers. 
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